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Abstract - Continuous gravity observations of 

ocean and solid tides are usually done with land-

based gravimeters. In this study, we analyze a 426-

day record of time-varying gravity acquired by an 

ocean-bottom Scintrex spring gravimeter between 

August 2005 and November 2006 at the Troll A site 

located in the North Sea at a depth of 303 m. Sea-

bottom pressure changes were also recorded in 

parallel with a Paroscientific quartz pressure sensor. 

From these data, we show a comparison of the noise 

level of the seafloor gravimeter with respect to two 

standard land-based relative gravimeters: a Scintrex 

CG5 and a GWR Superconducting Gravimeter that 

were recording at the J9 gravimetric observatory of 

Strasbourg (France). We also compare the analyzed 

gravity records with the predicted solid and oceanic 

tides. The oceanic tides recorded by the seafloor 

barometer are also analyzed and compared to the 

predicted ones using FES2014b ocean model. 

Observed diurnal and semi-diurnal components are in 

good agreement with FES2014b predictions. 

Smallest constituents reflect some differ-ences that 

may be attributed to non-linearity occurring at the 

Troll A site. Using the barotropic TUGO-m dynamic 

model of sea-level response to ECMWF atmospheric 

pressure and winds forcing, we show a good 

agreement with the detided ocean-bottom pressure 

residuals. About 4 hPa of standard deviation of 

remaining sea-bottom pressure are, however, not 

explained by the TUGO-m dynamic model. 

 

Keywords: Seafloor gravimeter, seafloor pressure 

measurements, inverted-barometer response, oceanic 

tides, dynamic response of the oceans. 
 
 

1. Introduction 

 

There are very few available long records of time-

varying gravity on the seafloor compared to land-

based continuous gravity measurements. Seafloor 

observations are usually limited to spatial gravity 

surveys of short duration (e.g., Ballu et al. 1998; 

Zumberge et al. 2008). From the first marine gravity 
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measurements (Beyer et al. 1966) to the latest ones 

(Sasagawa et al. 2008), the seafloor gravity precision 

has gained a factor of hundred. The necessity of 

precise models of the time-varying tidal signals for 

reservoir monitoring has motivated the installation of 

long-term seafloor gravity and pressure observations 

in the North Sea, in the frame of the Troll A gas-

reservoir monitoring program (Sasagawa et al. 2003). 

From August 14th, 2005 to November 3rd, 2006 an 

ocean-bottom Scintrex gravimeter (SN970439) and a 

Paroscientific quartz pressure sensor (model 31K, SN 

74329) were measuring at a depth of 303 m on the 

North Sea floor (60.64227LN, 3.72417LE; see Fig. 

1) nearly continuously (Sasagawa et al. 2008). The 

sensors are mounted in a single frame carried by a 

remotely operated vehicle (ROV). The instrument is 

called ROVDOG for remotely operated vehicle-de-

ployed deep-ocean gravimeter. 
 

The records contain two time-series of 

gravimetric and pressure data initially sampled at 1 s 

then decimated to 1 min after applying an anti-

aliasing low-pass filter: the first from August 14th, 

2005 to March 5th, 2006 and the second from March 

25th, 2006 to November 3rd, 2006. The gap between 

the two series is due to mechanical maintenance 

(Sasagawa et al. 2008). In Fig. 2, we have plotted the 

seafloor gravity and pressure measurements before 

and after tidal analyses. As any relative Scintrex 

instrument, the seafloor gravimeter is affected by a 

strong non-linear drift. We decided to high-pass filter 

the gravity records with a cut-off period of 10 days in 

order to remove this trend before performing the 

analyses. 
 

In a first part, we perform a noise level 

comparison with standard land-based gravimeters 

and barometer. Then, we compare the tidal analysis 

results with the predicted solid and oceanic tides. 

Thanks to the seafloor barometric records, we have a  
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Figure 1 

Map of the Troll A site where the seafloor gravimeter and barometer were deployed from August 2005 to November 2006. The amplitude of 

M2 tide from FES2014b ocean model is also plotted in cm 

 

 

direct measurement of oceanic tides that we compare 

with FES2014b (Carrère et al. 2015) tidal heights. 

Finally, we investigate the in situ dynamics of oceans 

by comparing the sea-bottom pressure data with the 

TUGO-m 2D (Toulouse Unstructured Grid Ocean 

model 2D, ex-MOG2D) modeling of the dynamic 

ocean response to ECMWF pressure and winds 

forcing (Carrère and Lyard 2003). 

 

 

2. Noise Level Analysis 

 

Knowledge of the noise level at a site is 

fundamental in the search for small signals or to infer 

the quality of a site or the precision of an instrument. 

With one instrument at a site it is not possible to 

separate the contribution of the instrument itself from 

the environmental noise. Here we have the possibility 
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Figure 2 

Seafloor records: a gravimetric records after a high-pass filtering with a cut-off period of 10 days (left plot) and pressure records (right plot);  
b gravimetric (left plot) and pressure (right plot) residuals after tidal analyses with ETERNA software 

 
 
to compare the noise level of a relative Scintrex 

gravimeter installed on the sea bed with one installed on 

land. We may assume that the instrumental noise from 

one Scintrex to the other one is not so much different, 

nevertheless the noise coming from the ocean is 

expected to be much larger. The question is by how 

much a seafloor gravimeter is noisier than a land-based 

gravimeter. In that purpose of quantifying the noise, we 

compute power spectral densities (PSDs) using a 

Welch’s overlapped segment aver-aging estimator on 

data sampled at 1 min. These PSDs are obtained from 

fortnightly segments in order to represent the noise level 

at seismic and sub-seismic frequencies. For each 

fortnightly segment, the Welch periodogram is 

computed using a Hanning window on daily sections 

with a 50% overlap, leading to an average of 15 

modified periodograms to produce a PSD estimate. 

Then, we compute the median of the distribution of 

PSDs obtained from 115 fortnightly 

 
 
segments (only 13 segments for the Scintrex CG5 at 

J9 since the available time-record is shorter). The 

median PSD means that the noise does not exceed 

this level 50% of the time. 
 

The noise level of the seabed gravimetric record 

is compared in Fig. 3 with the noise levels of the 

superconducting gravimeter (SG-C026) and the 

Scintrex CG5 that were recording at the J9 gravi-

metric observatory of Strasbourg (France) (Rosat et 

al. 2015). The seismological NLNM reference noise 

model (Peterson 1993) and the more recent Global 

Seismic Network (GSN) noise model (Berger et al. 

2004) are also plotted for reference. The NLNM 

corresponds to the lowest envelope of the PSDs 

computed from the GSN stations. The GSN noise 

model that Berger et al. (2004) have developed more 

recently is based on 118 GSN stations and is more 

complete than NLNM since they computed not only 

the minimum, but also the percentiles of PSD 
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Figure 3  

Median noise levels computed from fortnightly time windows for the SG-C026 and CG5 land gravimeters recording at the J9 gravimetric 

observatory of Strasbourg (France) and for the seafloor gravimeter recording at Troll A site. The PSDs were computed on the gravity 

residuals after a tidal analysis with ETERNA software. The low noise model (NLNM, in red) of Peterson (1993) and the median GSN noise 

model (in gray) of Berger et al. (2004) are also plotted for reference 

 

 

distributions. Note that we used the median noise 

level from Berger et al. (2004), but those were 

computed from daily time-series while we used 

fortnightly ones to represent the noise level at sub-

seismic frequencies. We can see on Fig. 3 that the 

median PSD for the SG-C026 follows well the 

NLNM while records from the seabed gravimeter are 

50 dB noisier and the ones from the land CG5 are 20 

dB noisier at 1-h period. Note that the CG5 

gravimeter was not operating at the time the seafloor 

gravimeter was recording while the SG was, so the 

environmental noises (mostly oceanic noise) seen by 

the SG and the CG5 at J9 are not the same. However, 

we also see, like in a previous study (Rosat et al. 

2015), that the CG5 is 20 dB noisier than the SG-

C026 at 1-h period. The instrumental drifts of the 

land gravimeters were removed before the tidal 

analysis by fitting a linear trend. 

 

 

The observed median noise level for the seafloor 

gravimeter is around -110 dB (or 10
7
 (nm/s

2
)
2
/ Hz = 

0.1 mGal
2
/Hz) in the sub-seismic band between 10

-4
 

Hz and the Nyquist frequency of 8.33 10
-3

 Hz. 

Sasagawa et al. (2003) had shown that the noise level 

at the Troll site was between 2 10
-2

 and 0.2 

mGal
2
/Hz at 0.02 Hz, respectively, during low and 

high swell states. Assuming the PSD remains flat 

towards higher frequencies, the value we have 

obtained in Fig. 3 lies in between but closer to high 

swell state, i.e., when significant wave heights can be 

observed (3–3.5 m). As shown in Table 1, the Troll 

A site indeed experienced some high swells during 

this period. 
 

We can also compare the seabed pressure mea-

surements from the Paroscientific model 31 K with 

the land-based barometric records at J9 from a Druck 

DPI145 barometer. To be able to compare with the 
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Table 1 

 
Meteorological data at the Troll A platform between October, 27 

and November, 1 2006  
 
Date Wind Seafloor Wave ECMWF ECMWF 

 speed pressure ocean + TUGO- pressure 

 (m/s) variation height m pressure variation 

  (hPa) (m) variation (hPa) 

    (hPa)  
      

2006/10/27 20.6 -28.5 6 -24.3 -31.7 

03 h      

2006/10/27 6.2 41.3 1.7 23.4 6.24 

18 h      

2006/10/28 5.7 -9.6 2.1 -6.22 -4.7 

15 h      

2006/10/29 9.8 18.6 2.6 9.6 3.18 

18 h      

2006/10/31 25 -16.1 7.5 -11.8 -31.7 

15 h      

2006/11/01 7.7 42.4 2.1 22.45 14.1 

15 h      

 

plotted in Fig. 1 illustrate the additional noise pre-

sent in these records. We can also see that the 

seafloor barometer is 10 dB noisier than the land 

barometer at 1-h period. A 10 dB difference corre-

sponds to a factor 3 in amplitude, meaning that with 

the land barometer we can detect signals that are 3 

times smaller than with the seabed barometer. Since 

the barometers are different, we cannot infer the part 

due to the instrumental noise from the contribution to 

the environmental noise, but we can assume that 

most of the noise difference is coming from the 

ocean noise, since ocean noise is larger in shallow 

waters than in the deep ocean. It is also larger at sites 

near the sea and J9 is located far, about 500 km, from 

the North Sea. 

 

 

NLNM and with the seafloor gravimeter too, we 

compute the Newtonian attraction of the corre-

sponding air column for the land barometer or water 

column for the seabed barometer, using the cylinder 

formula 

    
 
 
 

where ρw is the seawater density (or air density for 

the land barometer), z is the height of the point inside 

the cylinder located on the axial symmetric axis at 

which the attraction is computed (in our case z = 0), r 

is the radius of the cylinder and h is the height of the 

water column. We choose a value of r much larger 

than the water height so that we tend towards the 

Bouguer approximation of 2πGρwh. 
 

The median PSDs for the ocean-bottom 

barometer are plotted in Fig. 4 with the seismological 

noise models and with the median PSD of the 

seafloor gravimeter. 
 

It appears that the seabed pressure measurement 

is less noisy than the seabed gravimeter. It is known 

that bottom pressure is less sensitive to internal tides 

hence mostly records the barotropic two-dimen-

sional water column (Ray 2013), while the 

gravimeter will integrate the three-dimensional water 

mass changes. Besides, the gravity residuals 

3. Tidal Analysis Results 

 

In this part we focus on the tidal analysis of the 

seafloor records. The seabed barometric records 

clearly show the oceanic tidal signal (see Fig. 2). 

These records can be analyzed to retrieve the tidal 

amplitudes and phases of the oceanic waves. For that 

we need to convert the seafloor barometric data from 

pressure variations ∆P to equivalent tidal height 

changes ξ using the hydrostatic equation: 
 

∆P = ρwgξ (2) 
 

where g is the mean gravity value and ρw the mean 

density of the water column. This simple and widely 

employed conversion may, however, be inadequate 

(Ray 2013). We have supposed a constant value of 1025 

kg/m
3
 for seawater density, but this simplification is 

questionable since it depends on temperature and 

salinity. Indeed compression of the water column 

should be considered by adding a correcting factor so 

that ξ = ∆P (1-gH/2c²)/(gρw) with c the speed of 

sound and H the ocean depth (Ray 2013). This factor 

represents a 1% adjustment in deep water but less in 

shallow seas, where the conversion factor approaches 

unity. Since our site is at 303 m depth in the North Sea 

and according to Fig. 6 of Ray (2013), we can consider 

the usual Eq. (2) to convert bottom pressure into 

equivalent sea surface height with a negligible error. 

Moreover, seawater temperature profiles were collected 

to improve the seawater density model, but 
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Figure 4  

Median noise levels computed from fortnightly time windows for the land Druck DPI145 barometer recording at the J9 gravimetric 

observatory of Strasbourg (France) and for the seafloor barometer recording at Troll A site. The barometric pressures were converted into 

gravitational acceleration using the Bouguer approximation for comparison with the NLNM and with the median PSD of the seafloor 

gravimeter. The PSDs were computed on the residuals after a tidal analysis with ETERNA software for the seafloor gravimeter and 

barometer. The low noise model (NLNM, in red) of Peterson (1993) and the median GSN noise model (in gray) of Berger et al. (2004) are 

also plotted for reference 

 
 

 
it turned out to be too small to affect the conversion 
from pressure to depth (Sasagawa et al. 2003). 
 

The tidal analysis is performed with the 

ETERNA3.4 software (Wenzel 1996) which per-

forms least-squares fit to tides and instrumental drift 

to give residual gravity and a polynomial drift func-

tion. The two time-series of, respectively, 203 and 

223 days of seafloor records are analyzed as two 

separate blocks within ETERNA. For each block we 

remove a linear instrumental drift and use the HW95 

tidal potential development (Hartmann and Wenzel 

1995). The ETERNA analysis enables to retrieve the 

gravimetric δ factors and the κ phase shifts of the 

selected waves with respect to the tidal potential for 

gravimetric records and the amplitudes and phase 

shifts of the selected waves for tidal height (pressure) 

 
 

 

records. We show the results of the δ factors for the 

diurnal waves obtained from the seafloor gravimeter 

on Fig. 5a. As for land gravimeters, we can observe 

an enhancement of the Ψ1 wave due to the resonance 

with the free core nutation (FCN). However, the error 

bars are too large to attempt any retrieval of the FCN 

frequency from these data. These gravimetric factors 

represent the complete Earth’s response to tidal 

forcing, that is to say the solid Earth tides and the 

ocean tides that we can compare to predicted ones. 

On Fig. 5, we have also plotted the predicted solid 

tides for an inelastic Earth model using the Dehant et 

al. (1999) model (noted hereafter DDW) in addition 

to the oceanic tides computed from FES2014b ocean 

model. For the gravimetric effects of the oceanic 

tides, we have taken into account the elastic 
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Figure 5  
a Gravimetric amplitude factors for the 10 main diurnal waves obtained with ETERNA software by tidal analysis of the seafloor gravimeter 

data: amplitude factor δ (left plot) and phase shifts κ (right plot) with respect to the predicted amplitude and phase for a solid Earth. 

Predicted tides are also plotted in red diamonds. They include the solid tides for a DDW (Dehant et al. 1999) inelastic Earth model and the 

total gravimetric effect (Newtonian attraction, elastic loading and local effect using a Bouguer approximation) from the oceanic tides using 

FES2014b model; b ocean tides amplitudes (left plot) and phases (right plot) for the 10 main diurnal waves obtained with ETERNA software 

by tidal analysis of the seafloor barometer data converted into ocean tide heights. The predicted amplitudes and phases for FES2014b ocean 

tide model are plotted in red diamonds. The HW95 tidal potential development (Hartmann and Wenzel 1995) was used as driving potential 

for all tidal analyses 

 
 

 

loading, the direct Newtonian attraction and since the 

location is below the sea, we have added the local 

contribution from a Bouguer plate using the Eq. (1) 

and with FES2014b tidal amplitudes. Note that the δ 

amplitude factor for S1 is out of range in Fig. 5a with 

a value close to 6 since it contains the atmospheric 

 
 

 
thermal effect which is much larger than the 

gravitational S1 tide. 
 

The seafloor pressure data are converted into 

water heights using Eq. (2) and then analyzed with 

ETERNA as ocean tide heights. The resulting 

amplitudes and phases with respect to the HW95 
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Figure 6 

Amplitudes and phases for the semi-diurnal tidal waves analyzed with ETERNA from the seafloor barometer. The predicted amplitudes for  
FES2014b ocean tide model are plotted in red diamonds 

 

 

(Hartmann and Wenzel 1995) driving tidal potential are 

plotted in Fig. 5b. We can compare them with the 

FES2014b (Carre`re et al. 2015) ocean tidal model, in 

terms of amplitude and phase as shown in Fig. 5b for 

the diurnal waves and in Fig. 6 for the semi-diurnal 

waves. The observed amplitudes and phases for the 

diurnal waves are in good agreement, within the error 

bars, with the predicted FES2014b model except for J1 

component. The frequency of J1 is exactly equal to the 

difference of M2 and Q1 frequencies, so some potential 

non-linear interaction may affect this small component. 

Atmospheric tides perturb the sea-bottom pressure by 

adding a 1-2 hPa pressure to the measured one and by 

inducing a dynamic ocean response, the so-called 

radiational tide (Ray 2013). The S1 amplitude in 

FES2014b is very close to the observed one, but the 

phase is very different. Large phase difference for 

small-amplitude waves like J1 and S1 is not surprising 

(e.g., Ray and Egbert 2004). The S2 tide is in good 

agreement between FES2014b and the sea-bottom 

observation with a difference of 1.7 mm meaning that 

the barometric tide over the oceans and the radiational 

tide are correctly modeled in FES2014b. As for the 

semi-diurnal waves, the largest difference occurs for the 

small L2 constituent. For M2, the FES2014b amplitude 

is 44.147 cm and the observed M2 amplitude from 

analysis of sea-bottom pressure records is 43.854 cm, 

resulting in a 

 

 

difference of 3 mm, comparable to the difference 

obtained by Ray (2013) from worldwide sea-bottom 

pressure measurements. 
 

 

4. Ocean Response to Atmospheric Pressure 
Changes 

 

Under the influence of the atmospheric forcing, the 

ocean will respond in different ways depending on the 

time and space scales of the forcing (e.g., Ponte 1993). 

When the atmospheric pressure varia-tions occur on 

time-scales larger than 7 days, the ocean has enough 

time to balance this forcing by a water level change. 

This is the classical inverted barometer (IB) model, 

where a 1 hPa of atmospheric pressure change will be 

compensated by a 1 cm sea-level variation, and thus no 

pressure change occurs at the sea bottom and ocean 

currents are negligible (Ponte et al. 1991; Wunsch and 

Stammer 1997; Egbert and Ray 2003). This IB static 

hypothesis was validated at long periods for instance by 

surface gravity observations (e.g., Bos et al. 2002; Boy 

et al. 2002). It is, however, well known that the sea-

level response to air pressure changes does not always 

act like an ideal inverted barometer, particularly at 

periods shorter than 3 days and at high latitudes 

(Carre`re and Lyard 2003; Boy and Lyard 2008). One 
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Figure 7 

Transfer function (amplitude and phase) and magnitude squared coherence between residual seafloor pressure and TUGO-m (ex-MOG2D)  
sea-level response to ECMWF pressure and winds after subtraction of the IB response. Frequency unit is in cycle per day (cpd) 

 
 
 
 

major reason for this dynamic response of the oceans 

at periods longer than 10 days is the wind effects 

which prevail, particularly at high latitudes and in the 

tropics (e.g., Fukumori et al. 1998). At seasonal 

timescales, the oceanic circulation is mostly forced 

by thermal effects, and the oceans cannot be con-

sidered as barotropic (Boy and Lyard 2008). 

Development of satellite altimetry like TOPEX-

POSEIDON has enabled to quantify such deviations 

from the IB model (e.g., Ponte and Gaspar 1999). 
 

In order to take into account the dynamic response 

of the oceans, a barotropic non-linear model based on 2-

dimension gravity waves model, called TUGO-m 2D 

(Toulouse Unstructured Grid Ocean model 2D, ex-

MOG2D), has been developed by Lynch and Gray 

(1979) and Carrère and Lyard (2003). The governing 

equations of the model are the classical shallow water 

continuity and momentum equations. TUGO-m 2D is a 

barotropic model that represents the dynamic response 

of the oceans to atmospheric winds and pressure forcing 

from ECMWF pressure (noted PECMWF). The total 

ocean-bottom pressure should be given by: 
 

PECMWF + ρwgδhTUGO-m,  (3) 

where δhTUGO-m is the predicted dynamic sea-level 
change. 
 

After removing the tidal effects, the sea-bottom 
pressure changes still include effects of the 

 
 
 
 
atmospheric mass changes (atmospheric pressure and 

winds), oceanographical components (e.g., seiches, 

waves), density variations of the water column due to 

changes of temperature and salinity and some possible 

seafloor displacement due to crustal deformation. To 

infer the part coming from the atmospheric pressure and 

winds, we first check the coherence between the 

TUGO-m sea-level changes from which we removed 

the hydrostatic load due to average height of the water 

column responding as an IB to the ECMWF pressure 

changes using Eq. (3) and the seafloor pressure 

residuals after ETERNA tidal analysis. As argued in 

Sect. 3, we neglect the changes of temperature and 

salinity. The magnitude squared coherence is 

represented in Fig. 7 and is given by: 

Cxy = |Pxy|²/(PxxPyy), 
  
where x is the dynamic part of the ocean response 

(PECMWF + ρwgδhTUGO-m) and y the seafloor 

pressure residuals after ETERNA tidal analysis. Pxx 

is the PSD estimate of x, Pyy is the PSD estimate of y 

and Pxy is the cross-PSD between x and y. The PSD 

is obtained using the Welch’s averaged, modified 

periodogram method, i.e., the signals x and y are 
divided into eight sections with 50% overlap and 
tapered with a Ham-ming window. For each section, 

a modified periodogram is computed and the eight 

periodograms are averaged. 
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Figure 8 

A 4-month comparison of the TUGO-m (ex-MOG2D) dynamic response of the oceans (after subtraction of the IB response from ECMWF  
pressure and winds forcing) and seafloor pressure residuals 

 
 

 

The transfer function between the modeled ocean 

response and seafloor pressure residuals is computed 

in the same way by: 
 

Txy(f) = Pyx(f)/Pxx(f). 
 
The transfer function (amplitude and phase) is also 

plotted on Fig. 7. 
 

Between 1 and 10 days the coherence is large 

(about 0.9), the phase of the transfer function is zero 

and the admittance is close to one. This means that 

the dynamic TUGO-m barotropic response of the 

ocean agrees with the sea-bottom pressure residuals 

as expected. At the period of 1 day, there is also a 

drop of coherence, associated with a large phase and 

an admittance close to zero. This is due to the 

removal of S1 tide during the tidal analysis of 

pressure data while it was not removed from the 

TUGO-m model. Between about 0.5 and 0.9 day, the 

coherence is large again, with a phase close to zero 

and an admittance close to one again. There is a good 

agreement between sea-bottom observations and 

TUGO-m. At periods shorter than 0.5 day, the 

coherence becomes weak as TUGO-m is not given 

for higher frequencies. Around a period of 10 days, 

we have a drop of coherence between the ocean 

dynamic response and the seafloor pressure 

 
 

 

residuals, with a very small admittance (amplitude of 

the transfer function) of 0.15 and a large phase close 

to -100 degrees. Indeed at periods longer than 10 

days, the barotropic hypothesis within TUGO-m may 

not be appropriate anymore and thermal forcing 

becomes important. 
 

An illustration of the good agreement between 

seafloor pressure residuals and the dynamic pre-

diction is plotted in Fig. 8 with a stormy event that 

occurred at the end of October and early November 

2006. The time scale concerned by this phenomenon 

is less than a day, so out of the IB approximation. We 

can see that there is no time-shift between the 

predicted TUGO-m dynamic response and the 

observed pressure changes and their amplitudes are 

very similar. The standard deviation of the difference 

is close to 4 hPa (4 cm) while the pressure data after 

tidal removal had a standard deviation of 5.5 hPa, so 

one part of the signal is coming from the dynamic 

ocean response to ECMWF pressure and winds, and 

the remaining comes from other meteorological 

effects that we cannot identify yet. 

 

Wind speed and pressure variations associated to 

Fig. 8 are given in Table 1. The meteorological data 

were provided by the Norwegian 
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Meteorological service and the wave ocean heights 

come from radar data recorded at the Troll A 

platform. We can see from Table 1 that wind strength 

is correlated with sea level, with the pressure 

variations recorded by the seafloor barometer, and 

with ECMWF and ECMWF + TUGO-m predictions. 

Indeed, strong winds fit with low pressure and weak 

winds fit well with high pressure. Hence the event of 

Fig. 8 illustrates a dynamic ocean response driven by 

winds that is well modeled in TUGO-m. Boy and 

Lyard (2008) have also shown a good agreement 

between tide gauge measurements and TUGO-m sea 

surface height variations during two large storm 

surges in the North Sea. We observe, however, a 4-

hPa difference in standard deviation between the 

ocean-bottom pressure data and TUGO-m model. 

The time-scale of this storm is too short to consider a 

thermal forcing as a possible explanation for the 

remaining seafloor pressure. The spatial resolution of 

TUGO-m is 0.25° which may be not precise enough 

to represent local effects at the Troll A site that may 

induce additional sea-bottom pressure. 

 

identified to explain the remaining sea-bottom 
pressure signal. 
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Observed ocean tides at Troll A site with the 

seafloor barometer are in good agreement with 
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